Emerging products :
Here are the latest innovations in the loading industry. These new products will help you carry
out your projects more safely. Talk to one of our consultants for more information.

COMPOSITE LIFTING BEAMS

CALDWELL DURA-LITE™
Composite lifting beams are now available. These beams offer the same capacity as traditional
lifting beams and are just as strong and resistant, but they’re ultralight. Caldwell Dura-Lite™
lifting beams meet ASME B30.20 and BTH-1 industry standards, and their chemical composition
has been proof tested. Lightweight, non-conductive, corrosion-proof and very heat resistant,
Dura-Lite™ lifting beams can be used for loads of up to three tons. They come with a warranty
certificate and can be used with other pieces of equipment designed specifically for this
product line.

HOIST RING

JERGENS LIFT-CHECK™
You’ll be able to lift any load safely with the brand-new Jergens Lift-Check™
hoist ring. This new line of hoist rings is equipped with a DTI SmartBolts
reading system, which indicate whether the bolt is safely fastened. Say
goodbye to torque wrenched and manufacture tightening specifications !
These proof-tested hoist rings comply with ASME B30.20 and are fully
traceable. Their 10% accuracy means incredible safety. They’re easy to
handle and reusable, don’t twist or need calibrating, and reliably indicate
whether a bolt joint is loose or tight.

NEW LINE OF

ELEBIA AUTOMATIC
SAFETY HOOKS
Do you deal with high-risk, expensive lifting ? You need an
Elebia automatic hook. Elebia’s automatic hook of the future
will boost safety and productivity. The new sling trigger lets you
lift and release loads without having to handle them or move,
meaning your team stays safe. The Elebia hook will reduce
lifting costs and the risk of injury for your employees.
The patented Elebia automatic hook is equipped with a
powerful magnet in its lower section. When the magnet is close
to the load, it attracts and positions the ring. The user just has
to push the control button to make the hook close and catch
the sling. The crane then lifts the load without any additional
handling. The system works just as well with cable and chain
slings as with master links and textile slings.
The hooks are available in a range of capacities, including 2, 5,
10, 20 and 25 mt.. Several options and accessories are also
available.

SPEED UP YOUR INSTALLATION TIME

CROSBY™ SL-150 EYE BOLT
The new Crosby™ SL-150 Bolt come equipped with characteristics you
won’t find on a typical eye bolt. Their locking mechanism slides to block
the bolt, speeding up installation time, and there’s no loss of capacity when
lifting at an angle. They are the perfect compromise between articulated
hoist rings and traditional eye bolts.
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